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Inside this week’s edition…
Know the Flows - by Cameron Brandt, p3
EPFR-tracked Emerging Markets Bond Funds snapped their longest run
of outflows since 3Q15, and High Yield Bond Funds posted inflows for
only the fourth time since mid-January, during the week ending July 11
as some investors saw value in asset classes that suffered a bumpy ride
during the second quarter.
Tariffs Not A Negotiating Ploy - by David Ader, p4
I have to address those who think the tariffs are just part of a negotiating
process that won’t be as ‘bad’ as threatened. Let me say at the onset
that I’m aware of my proclivities towards pessimism and seeing the
economy glass at, say, a 1.5-2% GDP trajectory for eternity.
Another US Curve Inverts Ahead of Powell Testimony
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p5
By the way, another part of a curve has recently inverted - the Dec19-20
portion of the EuroDollar strip.
The Usd Index and EM – by Tony Nyman & Ed Blake, p6
We have talked for some time that there is no real Usd alternative in
G10 land, as broad strength continues to pan out on positive growth and
yield differentials.
The Nzd Week - Bias is Bearish – by Tony Nyman, p7
We are bears. It's been a successful strategy since early Q2 on yield
differentials - broad Usd strength versus quite possibly the most dovish
G10 CB out there, ie the RBNZ. This week, for choice, we are better net
sellers towards 0.6800/15 and the 20-dma

Risks Of A US Recession - Which EMs Are Vulnerable?
- by Chris Shiells, p8-9
EMs will increasingly need to look more towards China, rather than the
US, as Chinese consumption will increase and China will move forward
with trade and capital account liberalisation.
Australian Government Bonds Continue To Outperform UST; Curve
Flattening To Ensue - by Qi Xiu Tay, p10
Australian Government Bonds or ACGBs have outperformed relative to
USTs of late, leading the 10-year into negative territory at -25bps, the
lowest since the early 80s - led by diverging policies with the US, yield
hungry JP investors drawn by currency-hedged ACGBs and the Appeal of
AAA-rated bonds amidst a turbulent risk backdrop.
US 2v10 Yr Yield Spread – Extended Narrowing Is Favoured To 16/10
- Ed Blake, p12
Sell into near term widening as we await an extension of long-term
narrowing through 21 targeting higher lows at 16 and 10. Stop above 37
and reverse stance on a break over 41.
Gold – Awaits A Downtrend Extension Targeting 1215.82/1202.19
by Ed Blake, p13
Sell into any corrective strength as we await a downtrend extension
targeting 1215.82/1202.19. Place a protective stop above 1265.99 and
consider reversing if bulls can negotiate the 1282.18/1284.13 barrier.

USD/JPY – 3 Year Trendline Break Points Higher
- by Andy Dowdell, p14
Watch for an advance to 118.66/119.52. Below 110.28 is needed to stall
the advance, while a breach of 108.11 would signal bullish failure.
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
EPFR-tracked Emerging Markets Bond Funds snapped their longest run
of outflows since 3Q15, and High Yield Bond Funds posted inflows for
only the fourth time since mid-January, during the week ending July 11
as some investors saw value in asset classes that suffered a bumpy ride
during the second quarter. Daily data, however, showed both fund
groups experiencing fresh outflows at the end of the reporting period
after US President Donald Trump announced his intention to slap tariffs
on more Chinese goods.

Funds extended their longest run of outflows since 4Q15, Mortgage
Backed Bond Funds attracted over $750 million for the third straight
week and flows into Inflation Protected Bond Funds hit a 17-week high.
Turkey, China and Saudi Arabia Equity Funds took in fresh money for
the 13th, 16th and 17th consecutive weeks respectively while France
Equity Funds experienced net redemptions for the 12th straight week.

Despite expectations that US companies will report collective year-onyear earnings growth of around 20% for 2Q18, flows to EPFR-tracked
Sector Fund groups continue to favor those with defensive reputations.
Net flows to the groups dubbed 'bond proxies' hit their highest level on
over a year as Utilities and Telecoms Sector Funds extended their
longest inflow streaks since 2Q17 and 1Q17 respectively.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds attracted a net $5.6 billion during the
second week of July while Alternative Funds pulled in $420 million,
Equity Funds $1.2 billion and Money Market Funds $33 billion.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, Total Return Bond

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist
I have to address those who think the tariffs are just part of a negotiating
process that won’t be as ‘bad’ as threatened.

we forget, he’s trumpeted getting out of NAFTA, TPP and weakening ties
to a host of organizations; he means it.

Let me say at the onset that I’m aware of my proclivities towards
pessimism and seeing the economy glass at, say, a 1.5-2% GDP trajectory
for eternity. I try to work around that and probe for cavities in my
arguments, but on this trade thing I’m coming up empty for the most
part. I see tariffs as 1) hurting most US firms in a global economy, 2)
creating a lot of uncertainty which will inhibit investment, 3) cause more
job losses than job gains, 4) give us some inflation in the coming months
that will, 5) encourage the Fed to hike, while 6) doing pretty much the
same for trading counterparties and 7) leave the US as an entity,
concept, leader in a disdained global position that will take years to
unwind, if ever. And all that when we’re increasing the need for
foreigners to buy our debt and reducing their ability to do so.

I don’t see this getting resolved in the next six months and even in a
best-case scenario do see the negative repercussions coming first. And
while we’re at it, let’s toss in Brexit and UK political uncertainty, the
same in Germany and Italy, to say nothing of monetary policies, and the
list goes on.

I’ll give over to one challenge to all the above. That is if Trump’s posture
is a negotiating stance and the sanctions give way to trade deals that
actually do provide a better deal for US businesses or at least do none of
the damage that I outline above. The tough talk, the imposition of the
current tariffs, would then prove to be a ploy -- the art of the deal -- in a
game of hardball where we have some strong batters.
Alas, I doubt it, which is why the worries come to the fore. First, I think
Trump is emboldened in his demeanor by his wins on the judicial and
legislative fronts. Second, like it or not his popularity has increased
encouraging that demeanor. Third, while the stock market hasn’t done
much more with the tax cuts that it didn’t discount going into December,
neither has it done poorly. (And given the Administration’s incessant
finger pointing to other culprits for problems, we need look no further
than Larry Kudlow’s critique of the Fed’s hiking if we need blame for a
stagnant S&P so far this year.) Fourth, his cabinet is less ‘balanced’ than
it was at the start, meaning more ‘yes’ men than calmer heads -- the
adults in the room. The point there is that those giving him information
and insights are biased to support his more disruptive inclinations. Lest

Which brings up the next issue, which is the yield curve. I know, I know,
enough already -- it’s flattening. On that score, I have to mention a talk I
did with Bloomberg’s Chief Economist Carl Riccadonna (whose work I
closely follow, FYI) when Carl suggested that the Fed’s involvement
throughout the yield curve was at least a factor and that an inversion
would not necessarily imply the usual trajectory to a recession. He is,
too, not a strong believer in mounting wage/inflation pressures and
thinks the Fed will shy away from a December hike. Carl also said that a
lack of wage inflation heretofore implies more labor slack than
traditional measures, like UNR, suggest. I totally agree with him there.
Vis a vis the curve, I contend it remains a hugely good indicator and see
the flattening as prescient and quite normal historically speaking (see
next section for more on this). Each cycle has its unique points to justify
what the curve is doing. In the late 90s we talked about the Federal
budget surplus, shrinking and elimination of auctions, and Treasury
buybacks. That’s just an example. The one constant throughout curve
flattening episodes is the Fed and we have this one operation at the
short end and the rest of the construct via the balance sheet. I say with
stick to tradition. And I’m encouraged in this view given FLAT YoY real
wage gains, which I’m about to discuss further.
I want to comment on some of the data. There was a big uptick in
Consumer Credit in May which usually accompanies a sense of
confidence, or at least a sense of wealth and security which I suppose
are the same thing. Let me rain on that parade.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.
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By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor
The highlight of the week ahead is probably the semi-annual testimony
by the FED chief to Congress (Tuesday-Wednesday). Amidst the FOMC’s
desire to continue raising interest rates by 25bp a quarter, which must
surely indicate confidence in the ongoing economic recovery and
inflation remaining around 2%, investors will be interested in his views
on downside risks, where neutral lies, wage dynamics and curve
inversions (see HERE for 2s10s Technical Analysis). By the way, another
part of a curve has recently inverted - the Dec19-20 portion of the
EuroDollar strip.

BMO note this suggests ‘…that next year will mark the end of the Fed’s
gradual hiking campaign, but it also hints that the market believes the
Committee will overshoot and ultimately be forced to cut rates the
following year. We suspect this ‘alternative curve’ isn’t particularly
popular in the halls of the Eccles Building.’

recently dipped to just 2.5% but has begun to edge higher. Maybe aided
by Powell’s comments that did imply confidence in the US economy.

Mind, he did suggest trade is likely to feature as a downside risk. Which
brings us to this point from ABN Amro: ‘For the initial rounds of US tariffs
and retaliations, the rate has ranged from 20-30%, which is significant,
although not necessarily prohibitive. For the much larger sums
threatened more recently – those affecting $200-400bn of Chinese
imports – the tariff proposed is just 10%. Such a small tariff rate could be
easily accommodated by currency moves alone. The CNY has already
depreciated 6.5% vs the USD from its recent peak at the end of March,
which would offset much of the proposed 10% tariff. Indeed, when
factoring in FX moves, the combination of retaliatory tariffs and a
stronger USD could – ironically – make President Trump’s combative
trade policy more punishing for US exporters than for those of the US’s
trade partners.’.

Which immediately brings up the concept of ‘neutral’ – US 10y1m OIS
This is an excerpt from Marcus’ G10 Week Ahead. For the full article, please click HERE.
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The Usd Index and EM
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief Europe FI Technical Analyst
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We have talked for some time that there is no real Usd alternative in
G10 land, as broad strength continues to pan out on positive growth and
yield differentials.

Elsewhere, CBA cites the heightened EM financial market tensions amid
Turkey concerns and Erdogan's grip on monetary policy and US-China
trade tensions.
This generates demand for the Dollar as it increases the chances EM
corporates default on their huge outstanding Usd credit (bond issuance,
bank loans by non-financial EM corporates a record Usd 3.6tln in Q417
and around 10% of EM GDP, says BIS). Of course, higher Fed interest
rates and recent Usd strength means it's even more expensive for EM
corporate borrowers to roll-over and service their large debt exposure.

However, the Australian bank adds the current favourable economic
fundamentals backdrop in EM generally suggests a full blown debt crisis
will be avoided which should work to slow Usd upside momentum.
CBA goes on to say that importantly, the real economic impact of the
announced tariffs are too small to derail the current global economic
expansion, which is supported by loose monetary and stimulative fiscal
policies.
Of course, their analysis concludes with a warning that a 'ramp-up' in
trade tensions remains a clear and present danger, particularly to EM
and the commodity blocers, including Aud, versus the USD.

• The strong rebound Monday's 93.713 low has negated prior thoughts
of a three-week double top under 95.529/531 (21/28 June peaks)
• Constructive studies combine and the recent golden cross
(50/200DMAs) combine to suggest an uptrend resumption targeting
the 95.531 peak
• A clearance would then confirm 93.713 as a higher low and expose
96.036 (50% retrace of 103.820/88.253 downtrend)
• Any near-term dips should hold well above 93.713 and only below
would avert bulls and risk 93.193/92.811 (14 Jun low/3wk double top
target).
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The Nzd Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX
We are bears. It's been a successful strategy since early Q2 on yield
differentials - broad Usd strength versus quite possibly the most dovish
G10 CB out there, ie the RBNZ. This week, for choice, we are better net
sellers towards 0.6800/15 and the 20-dma

Back to Index Page
Tue is GDT day, which will garner plenty of interest after the -5.0% result
last time out, a worst of the year by far and a third straight negative
read.
RISK: MS see NZ inflation printing well above consensus at 1.9% y/y, so
suggest caution in Kiwi shorts pre release, particularly with extreme
short positioning (CFTC data).

Still, tonight is the highlight of the week, NZ Q2 CPI, which is forecast at
0.5% q/q, 1.6%y/y.
CBA say ahead that Nzd/Usd will trade on the defensive. In line with
consensus, their ASB colleagues expects NZ headline CPI to accelerate at
an annual pace of 1.6% in Q2 (and 0.5% q/q) versus 1.1% last. Despite
inflation lifting in Q2, the RBNZ is expected to leave the OCR on hold for
a substantial period (until Nov 2019, CBA) in part on core inflation being
relatively subdued. This means NZ real two-year bond yields can narrow
from 0.70% to just 0.20% this week if correct about data estimates.
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Risks Of A US Recession - Which EMs Are Vulnerable?
By Chris Shiells, Managing Analyst Emerging Markets
The subject of a US recession has been talked about for a while now and
there are signs that such an event could occur. Simply, the yield curve is
flattening in a classic late cycle move accompanying higher Fed rates,
warning that the market thinks the hikes will be effective in slowing
inflation and that such curve activity can tip the economy into recession.

signs of recoveries.

The US economy is growing strongly at the moment, but the source of
growth is unsustainable (a fiscal stimulus implemented at the top of the
business cycle). The consequences of rising rates and high levels of debt
will begin to impact US consumers and the economy will need to rely
more on exports for growth, which will a require a weaker USD and a
global environment receptive to free trade. Therefore, Trump’s
protectionism looks even more misguided.
Because of this, EMs will increasingly need to look towards China, rather
than the US, as Chinese consumption will increase and China will move
forward with trade and capital account liberalisation. China has a
savings rate of almost 50%, which means that consumption has a lot of
room to expand over the next few decades.

However, this is all speculation, as at the moment global growth remains
strong and the global economy seems to be recovering from the
February-to-April growth ‘blip’. The Citi Economic Surprise Indices for
Developed and Emerging Markets have recently turned up.
So, whilst talk of a recession (US and global) is premature, if trade wars
escalate then this could be a scenario that looms in the coming year.
Which Emerging Markets are most exposed?
Well according to the EPRR fund flows data, past experience of US
recession tells us that fundamentals matter. The graph shows total EM
Fund Flows for the period leading up to the last US recession, that lasted
from Dec-2007 to Jun-2009. It clearly shows that flows did not react
until the recession had kicked in despite currencies weakening in the
build-up, whilst inflows started to pick up sharply as soon as there were

The next graph shows the country specific flows of the main Emerging
Markets during the recession, and as we mentioned, economies
susceptible to slowdowns in the US are those with close trade ties
(Mexico), and large external balances (South Africa and Indonesia),
whilst those countries that boast extremely strong external positions
performed better (Brazil and Russia).
Cont. page 9
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Risks of a US recession - which EMs are vulnerable? – continued…
By Chris Shiells, Managing Analyst Emerging Markets

Back to Index Page

This supports our view to differentiate between those Emerging Markets
that are in the short-term exposed to the USD and trade sensitivity, via
external imbalances - against those that in the longer-term offer
improving fundamentals and a reform story. The countries still in the
firing line over the last year have been those that have struggled with
correcting imbalances – Turkey, S. Africa and Brazil.
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Australian Government Bonds Continue To Outperform UST; Curve Flattening To Ensue
By Qi Xiu Tay, Rates Analyst
Australian Government Bonds or ACGBs have outperformed USTs of late,
leading the 10-year spread into negative territory at -25bps, the lowest
since the early 80s - led by diverging policies with the US, yield hungry JP
investors drawn by currency-hedged ACGBs and the Appeal of the AAArated bonds amidst a turbulent risk backdrop.
That is not to say though that the bonds are overvalued, as yields have
largely been range bound since the 2nd half of 2017.

In fact, we see ACGBs in general as attractively priced, given the benign
supply outlook with tightening current account deficits (A$70bn in
2018/19, net supply to turn negative by 2020/21), mild inflation
pressure with our models indicating a 2.5% print remaining elusive until
the end of 2019, and strong demand for long-end bonds as
demonstrated by the AOFM’s decision to take advantage of demand and
fill up the curve past the 10-year tenor.
The risk backdrop is also seen as conducive, given the combination of
China growth/stock market concerns, US-Sino trade tensions, base metal
concerns and souring AUS/China relations (with Australia having passed
the foreign influence law) and as such, we see the ACGB's balance of risk
tilted to the yield downside, especially on the long end.

Back to Index Page
Taking a closer look at the 10y yield, two crucial levels are seen.
• The first is the 50mth MA that has capped gains since 2011, with a
break above spelling the start of an uptrend.
• That said, there have been several false breaks in the past and the
more crucial ‘Maginot line’ is seen at 3%, where a break above would
signal the end of the decade-long bull run.
• While the market did come close to testing 3% at the start of the
year, the yield has since retreated from the level and we do not
expect it to be broken for the remainder of 2018, in no small part due
to a benign inflation profile. That said, it will still be worth paying
close attention to the 3% level for the 10y yield for early signs of a
bearish momentum breakout.
Taking it all together, we thus expect the curve to continue flattening
with the 2s10s possibly tightening to 40-45bps by year end in tracking
the underlying downtrend since Aug 16.

Of note, ACGBs also have the tendency to see outsized safety flows
(more so than experienced by USTs, thus leading to a negative
ACGB/UST spread) in response to trade tensions, the impact of which
has subsided of late however.
The front end on the other hand is likely to continue seeing influence
from the funding market squeeze, brought about by a falling savings
ratio that has led to a decline in deposits. With credit demand however
still remaining steady, funding costs have thus increased as a result. The
repo squeeze has also been credited with a pickup in ACGB demand
from overseas buyers financed via the repo market.
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US 2v10 Yr Yield Spread – Extended Narrowing Is Favoured To 16/10
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
• Extended the long-term downtrend via the current five-month falling
channel to post near 11-year lows at 26
• Deteriorating daily-monthly studies suggest an initial downtrend
extension opening clustered support at 21/22

• Sustained narrowing would then expose higher lows from 2007 at
16/10 (posted 3 August/15 June respectively)
• Any near-term corrective widening should stall beneath the 37/41
barrier (recent highs/former lows and five-month channel resistance)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near term widening as we await an extension of long-term
narrowing through 21 targeting higher lows at 16 and 10. Stop above 37
and reverse stance on a break over 41

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

55
49
41
37
30

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

21
16
10
3
-4

Resistance Levels
26 April/18 May 2018 highs and 38.2% retrace of 79/40 narrowing, nr 200DMA at 56
23/24/30 May 2018 highs
18 April/11 May 2018 lows/five-month falling channel top, nr an 18yr rising trendline at 43
18 and 20-22 June 2018 highs
10 July 2018 high
Support Levels
Five-month channel support, near 1.382 projection of 294/117 from 267 at 22
3 August 2007 low
15 June 2007 higher low, near 2 April 2007 former high at 8
24 May 2007 former high
31 May/1 June 2007 higher lows, near 1.236 projection of 267/118 from 178
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Gold – Awaits A Downtrend Extension Targeting 1215.82/1202.19
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Channelled down from 1365.22 (11 April) through 1302.89 (1 Mar
low) to complete a four-month double top
• The slide has since extended to test 1236.55 (12 Dec 17 low, nr
double top target), which has so far held firm

• However, weak studies and the recent bearish death cross
(50/200DMA) combine to suggest renewed easing
• Below 1236.55 risks 1215.82 (61.8% of 1122.89/1366.15) then strong
clustered support at 1202.19/1204.90
• Only a failure to break under 1236.55 and/or a clearance of 1265.99
would offer relief, but the 1282.18/1284.13 barrier should mark the
upper limit of any corrective gains

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into any corrective strength as we await a downtrend extension
targeting 1215.82/1202.19. Place a protective stop above 1265.99 and
consider reversing if bulls can negotiate the 1282.18/1284.13 barrier.

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1366.15
1326.03
1309.37
1284.13
1265.99

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1236.55
1215.82
1202.19
1180.30
1146.17

Resistance Levels
2018 high – 25 January, near 11 April 2018 high at 1365.22
11 May 2018 lower high
14 June 2018 lower high, near the 200-day moving average at 1302.29
19 June 2018 high, near 21 May 2018 low (1282.18) and 3-1/2mth channel top (1283.87)
9 July 2018 high
Support Levels
12 December 2017 low, nr 1366.15/1365.22 double top obj/channel low (1239.63/1229.04)
61.8% retracement of 1122.89/1366.15 rally
13-year rising trendline, near 10 July 2017 higher low at 1204.90
76.4% retracement of 1122.89/1366.15 rally, near 27 January 2017 higher low at 1180.66
2017 low – 3 January
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USD/JPY – 3 Year Trendline Break Points Higher
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
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• Multi-year 3-wave correction off 118.66 appears to have completed
at 104.56 in March this year
• Broke sharply higher this week to decisively clear a 3-year falling
trendline drawn from the 2015 peak – 125.86
• Monthly Stochastics have crossed higher
• Initial target is seen at 114.73, above which would open the way for a
test of 118.66/119.52 next
• Overbought shorter-term, but dips should attract fresh bids ahead
of/near the May 111.40 prior YTD high
• Below 110.28 stalls the advance, but bears need to trade back
through 108.11 to substantially weaken

• _________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Watch for an advance to 118.66/119.52. Below 110.28 is needed to stall
the advance, while a breach of 108.11 would signal bullish failure.

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

125.86
123.76
119.52
118.66
114.73

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

111.40
110.28
108.11
104.56
99.02

Resistance Levels
5 June 2015 high
18 November 2015 high
76.4% of 125.86-99.02 fall
15 December 2016 high
6 November 2017 high
Support Levels
21 May 2018 high
4 July 2018 low
29 May 2018 low
26 March 2018 low
24 June 2016 low
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